Enliven Public Spaces

More green spaces in Dhoby Ghaut
Our proposed plans to transform Orchard Road into a lush green corridor include a
new green oasis with activity spaces at Dhoby Ghaut! With the pedestrianisation of
a section of Orchard Road and an expansion of Istana Park, there'll be more green
spaces for everyone to enjoy in the heart of our city.
(Image: NParks)

See the possibilities

Shape a Distinctive City

Pushing boundaries: From
interiors to masterplans
A new exhibition at our AUDE Space
features the work of five Singapore-based
architectural firms, and how they have
pushed boundaries both locally and
internationally.

See the details

Daniel Libeskind on designing for
the past and future
We speak to world-renowned architect
Daniel Libeskind, who worked on projects
like New York's World Trade Centre site
and Singapore's iconic Reflections at
Keppel Bay, on his approach to designing
spaces, and why a site is like an invisible
unicorn.

Read more

Conserve Built Heritage
30 Years of Conservation in
Singapore Since 1989: A special
supplement
We've launched a special supplement that
documents the reflections of 30 individuals
involved in shaping Singapore's
conservation journey since 1989. From
pioneers to current activists, they share
stories of personal memories, struggles
and triumphs.

Download the supplement

The possibilities for Fort Canning
Centre
Fort Canning Centre, home to the recent
Bicentennial Experience, is one of the 11
buildings that we conserved around the
historic Fort Canning Hill. There are
proposed plans to bring new lifestyle
offerings there, as part of larger plans to
enhance Fort Canning Park.

Find out more

Plan our Future SG
Breaking new ground –
reinventing underground spaces
Cities around the world are making more
and better use of their underground
spaces, creating new room for growth and
improving residents' quality of life. Find
out the strategies various cities including
Seoul, Paris, Bangkok and Singapore
have employed.

Read the article

Rethinking the design of nursing
homes
As we look at ways to make Singapore
more age-friendly, designers and experts
are exploring innovative design typologies
for future nursing homes. We delve
deeper into how the physical environment
of nursing homes can improve the wellbeing of both residents and the
community.

Read the article

Go Car-Lite

A more connected Downtown
We have plans for our Downtown area to
continue evolving into a place where you
can live, work and play, and that includes
making it easier to go car-lite – so there's
more space for greenery and activities!

Find out more about our plans

Read the latest issue of Skyline magazine now

Events @ The URA Centre
Paul Piollet Exhibition: Singapore's Past in Colour
See Singapore in a time when it was rapidly transforming, through this collection of
photos taken in the 1970s by French photography enthusiasts Paul Piollet.
14 February to 8 May 2020
9am to 5pm, Monday to Saturday
Level 1 Atrium (around Islandwide Model)
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